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Executive Order published on 11-08-2015
as amended on 03-13-2017
Executive Order: 6F093405-456C-4DB2-8B69-A6614CC5ED8D
BE IT KNOWN BY ALL MEN THESE PRESENTS:

The Bank of North America was re-claimed by the Government of The United States of America
under the rule of Nationalization. The reasons for the claim are written in this Notice.
The Bank of North America was first chartered in 1781 by the Continental Congress doing
business as the United States, in Congress assembled.
Whereas, within the convention of 1787, the Articles of Confederation were not amended and
therefore the charter remained under the Articles of Confederation to the present time.
The claims that the Bank of the United States succeeded the Bank of North America as a central
bank are flawed. In order for the Bank of North America to be released of its obligations of the
original charter, it would have had to ask for a release of charter obligations under the
Confederacy of 1781 and then re-chartered under the 1789 constitution.
Whereas; the result was a broken chain of title of the Bank of North America, the entity itself
was stuck in time and therefore could not accept any other charter from any purported
government until its initial charter was dissolved. It did not matter if the shares were all sold.
Selling of shares is not a dissolution of any charter obligation. The Bank of North America
operated until 1923 which was a defacto Bank at the time.
The charter was specific as to which Government would receive the Bank of North America’s
support. Central Bank entities do not have the right of political decisions. If Central Bank entities
did have political rights, that would mean that central banks would use its power and influence
to change Governments at will and not by the vote of the people.
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Wells Fargo and Company is attempting to claim that the Bank of North America was its origins
and therefore the Government of The United States of America would not have claim to it. The
claim by Wells Fargo and Company today might have a legitimate claim if it were defined as an
actual bank. However, Wells Fargo is not really any kind of bank whatsoever.
It reads in its Global Immunity document that it has the right to:” contract in a manner appearing
to as a loan” and further claims that all Wells-Fargo Bills will be free from criminal offense”.
Therefore, Wells-Fargo and Company does not qualify as a bank at all. It may qualify as a Black
Market organization.

This particular claim to the Bank of North America was not a claim to any of its assets by the
Government of The United States of America.
Although it is ironic that Wells-Fargo would jump on this claim as soon as they did. If WellsFargo was an actual bank and has this countries interests at heart. Wells-Fargo would embrace
this Government and assist in issuing a National currency since at one time the Bank of North
America supported this Government in the revolutionary war. LINK
According to Wells-Fargo’s claim to Global Immunity; it does not give out loans, only the
appearance of loans and then claims immunity from any criminal offense globally.
Therefore, the Government of The United States of America Nationalized the Bank of North
America identity and then re-organized it for the purpose of issuing a National currency to
restore the metes and bounds of the country as a whole.
Here is a basic statement for all countries to read and review:
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“In order to have a sovereign country, the country and its government has to have a national
currency. If no national currency, no nationals or citizens, no nationals or citizens, no private
ownership, (NO WAY TO PAY FOR PROPERTY), no private ownership no metes and bounds
for the country nor its government. No metes and bounds for its citizens and nationals results in
stateless persons, (no way for a state or government to charge people for crimes and keep order)
stateless persons=no recourse against an invading army because the territory is abandoned.”
This is the reason why the Globalists Agenda is flawed. The agenda strips the people of their
identity.
Now therefore; IT IS ORDERED, by the office of the Governor for The United States of
America, that the Bank of North America in its present form hereby issue a National Currency
for the reasons stated above.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that the Department of Justice cease and desist its political
activities with the Southern Poverty Law Center with the intent to thwart, deny, withhold and
hijack a Nationality from the people within the metes and bounds of The United States of
America, and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that the U.S. city-state hereby re-issue a National currency in its
name, or accept and acknowledge the National currency known as the Continental Dollar issued
by the present day Bank of North America or forever remain in dis-honor and violation of Article
15 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
IT IS ORDERED, by the office of Governor for the Government of The United States of
America that all metes and bounds of The United States of America are hereby closed to illegal
immigration by the authority of its National Currency immediately due to the fact that the
National Currency known as the Continental Dollar has already been issued, and The 49 states
do not have the legal authority to object to these orders, and
office of the Governor for The United States of America,
11-08-2015: http://americanherald.org/?p=435
So ordered, amended and signed this 360th day in the year of Yahweh, 6018 (March 13,
2017)
office of Governor for the
Government of The United States of America
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The Government of The United States of America
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The office of the registrar
Box #4
The United States of America
Global Postal Code-NAC: 850H2 MR7C8
Office hours: 9:00 - 9:00 UTC-6 Monday - Friday
Phone: (602) 845-0473
Email: registrar@generalpostoffice.international

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I, Alice Ceniceros, certify under penalty of bearing false witness under the laws of The United States
of America that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct according to the best of my current
information, knowledge, and belief.
The office of the registrar accepts and acknowledges the document:
Executive Order published on 11-08-2015 as amended on 03-13-2017
Executive Order: 6F093405-456C-4DB2-8B69-A6614CC5ED8D
and is recorded on:
360th day in the year of Yahweh, 6018
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